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tile #3 tile #7
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Plasma stored energy (MJ)
Gas puffing rate (1e22 el/s)
Phase 1 Phase 2
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# 53767 @ 
t=22.487s
 temperature  Co
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Peak   = 9.89 MW/m    
Power = 6.35 MW     
outer target  profile
2
Power = 1.45 MW     
Peak   = 1.44 MW/m      = 43.00 mm     
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Gas puffing rate (1e22 el/s)
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Power onto inner divertor (MW)
Power onto outer divertor (MW)
Time (s)
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P     - P     - P IRtot rad
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∆                     = 2.5 cmELM
χ = 0.5, f_#1+#8,
 χ = 0.5, f_Wall,
Experiment tile #3+#7
Experiment tile #1+#8
χ = 0.5, f_#3+#7, ped∆      = ∆     / 2 = 1.5 cmELM
χ = 0.5, f_#3+#7, ∆                      = 0.0 cmELM
χ = 0.5, f_#3+#7, ped∆      = ∆          = 3.0 cmELM
ped∆      = ∆     / 2 = 1.5 cmELM
ped∆      = ∆     / 2 = 1.5 cmELM
χ = 1.0, f_#3+#7,
χ = 1.0, f_#1+#8, ∆                     = 2.5 cmELM
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